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DataKeeper Message Catalog
UseControl F to search for a specific error code in each catalog.

Code Severity Message Cause/Action
104002 FATAL $msg Cause: This message indicates an internal software error.

Action: The stack trace indicates the source of the error.

104003 FATAL $self->Val('Tag') . " is not an SDR resource" Cause: A data replication action was attempted on a non
data replication resource.

Action: Check the logs for related errors and try to resolve
the reported problem.

104010 ERROR $self->{'md'}: bitmapmerge failed, $action Cause: The bitmapmerge operation has failed.

Action: The target server may have themirror and/or
protected filesystemmounted, or the bitmap file may be
missing on the target. Check the target server.

104022 ERROR $argv[1]: mdadm failed ($ret Cause: The "mdadm" command has failed to add a device
into themirror.

Action: This is usually a temporary condition.

104023 ERROR $_ Cause: Themessage contains the output of the "mdadm"
command.

104025 ERROR failed to spawnmonitor Cause: The system failed to start the 'mdadm -F' monitor
process. This should not happen under normal
circumstances.

Action: Reboot the system to ensure that any potential
conflicts are resolved.
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Code Severity Message Cause/Action
104026 ERROR cannot create $md Cause: Themirror device could not be created.

Action: Ensure the device is not already in use and that all
other parameters for themirror creation are correct.

104027 ERROR $_ Cause: This message contains the "mdadm" command
output.

104035 ERROR Toomany failures. Aborting resync of $md Cause: The device was busy for an abnormally long period
of time.

Action: Reboot the system to be sure that the device is no
longer busy.

104036 ERROR Failed to start nbd-server on $target (error $port Cause: The nbd-server process could not be started on the
target server.

Action: Ensure that the target disk device is available and
that its Device ID has not changed.

104037 ERROR Failed to start compression (error $port Cause: The system was unable to start the 'balance' tunnel
process or there was a network problem.

Action: Ensure that the network is operating properly and
that TCP ports in the range 10000-10512 are opened and
unused. Ensure that the software is installed properly on all
systems.

104038 ERROR Failed to start nbd-client on $source (error $ret Cause: The nbd-client process has failed to start on the
source server.

Action: Look up the reported errno value and try to resolve
the problem reported. For example, an errno value of 110
means "Connection timed out", whichmay indicate a
network or firewall problem.
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Code Severity Message Cause/Action
104039 ERROR Failed to add $nbd to $md on $source Cause: This is usually a temporary condition.

Action: If this error persists, reboot the system to resolve
any potential conflicts.

104045 ERROR failed to stop $self->{'md'} Cause: Themirror device could not be stopped.

Action: Ensure that the device is not busy or mounted. Try
running "mdadm --stop" manually to stop the device.

104048 WARN failed to kill $proc, pid $pid Cause: The process could not be signalled. This may
indicate that the process has already died.

Action: Ensure that the process in question is no longer
running. If it is, then reboot the system to clear up the
unkillable process.

104050 ERROR Setting $name on $dest failed: $ret. Please try again. Cause: The system failed to set a 'mirrorinfo' file setting.

Action: Check the network and systems and retry themirror
setting operation.

104052 FATAL Specified existingmount point "%s" is not mounted Cause: Themount point became unmounted.

Action: Ensure that themount point is mounted and retry
the operation.

104055 ERROR Failed to set up temporary $type access to data for $self->
{'tag'}. Error: $ret

Cause: The filesystem or device was not available on the
target server. Themirrored data will not be available on the
target server until themirror is paused and resumed again.

Action: Reboot the target server to resolve any potential
conflicts.
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Code Severity Message Cause/Action
104057 ERROR Failed to undo temporary access for $self->{'tag'} on $self-

>{'sys'}. Error: $ret. Please verify that $fsid is not mounted
on server $self->{'sys'}.

Cause: The filesystem could not be unmounted on the
target server.

Action: Ensure that the filesystem and device are not busy
on the target server. Reboot the target server to resolve any
potential conflicts.

104062 FATAL Cannot find a device with unique ID "%s" Cause: The target disk could not be identified.

Action: Ensure that the appropriate storage recovery kits
are installed on the target server. Ensure that the Device ID
of the target disk has not changed.

104066 FATAL Cannot get the hardware ID of device "%s" Cause: A unique ID could not be found for the target disk
device.

Action: Ensure that the appropriate storage recovery kits
are installed on the target server. Ensure that the Device ID
of the target disk has not changed.

104067 FATAL Asynchronous writes cannot be enabled without a bitmap
file

Cause: An attempt was made to create amirror with invalid
parameters.

Action: A bitmap file parameter must be specified or
synchronous writes must be specified.

104068 FATAL Failed to extend dependent resource%s to system%s.
Error%s

Cause: The hierarchy extend operation failed.

Action: Check the logs for related errors and try to resolve
the reported problem.

104070 FATAL Unable to extend themirror "%s" to system "%s" Cause: The hierarchy extend operation failed.

Action: Check the logs for related errors and try to resolve
the reported problem.
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Code Severity Message Cause/Action
104071 ERROR Failed to restore target device resources on $target->

{'sys'} : $err
Cause: The in-service operation has failed on the target
server.

Action: Check the logs for related errors and try to resolve
the reported problem.

104073 EMERG WARNING: A temporary communication failure has
occurred between systems %s and%s. In order to avoid
data corruption, data resynchronization will not occur.
MANUAL INTERVENTION IS REQUIRED. In order to
initiate data resynchronization, you should: 1) Take one of
the following resources out of service (this resource will
become themirror target): %s on%s or%s on%s. 2)
Take the other resource out of service (this resource will
become themirror source). 3) Run%s/bitmap -d%s on
the system that will becomemirror source. 4) Bring the
mirror in service on the source system. A full resync will
occur.

Cause: A temporary communication failure (split-brain
scenario) has occurred between the source and target
servers.

Action: Perform the steps listed in themessage text.

104074 FATAL Cannot get the hardware ID of device "%s" Cause: There is no storage recovery kit that recognizes the
underlying disk device that you are attempting to use for the
mirror.

Action: Make sure the appropriate storage recovery kits are
installed. If necessary, place your device name in the
/opt/LifeKeeper/subsys/scsi/resources/DEVNAME/device_
pattern file.

104081 FATAL Cannot make the%s filesystem on "%s" (%d) Cause: The "mkfs" command failed.

Action: Ensure that the disk device is writable and free of
errors and that the filesystem tools for the selected
filesystem are installed.
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Code Severity Message Cause/Action
104082 FATAL %s Cause: This message contains the output of the "mkfs"

command.

104083 FATAL Cannot create filesys hierarchy "%s" Cause: The resource creation failed.

Action: Check the logs for related errors and try to resolve
the reported problem.

104086 ERROR The "%s_data_corrupt" flag is set in
"%s/subsys/scsi/resources/netraid/" on system "%s". To
avoid data corruption, LifeKeeper will not restore the
resource

Cause: The data corrupt flag file has been set as a
precaution to prevent accidental data corruption. Themirror
cannot be restored on this server until the file is removed.

Action: If you are sure that the data is valid on the server in
question, you can either: 1) remove the file and restore the
mirror, or 2) force themirror online using the LifeKeeper GUI
or 'mirror_action force' command.

104092 ERROR Mirror target resourcemovement to system%s : status
%s

Cause: The hierarchy switchover operation has failed.

Action: Check the logs for related errors and try to resolve
the reported problem.

104099 ERROR Unable to unextend themirror for resource "%s" from
system "%s"

Cause: The hierarchy unextend operation failed.

Action: Reboot the target server to resolve any potential
conflicts and retry the operation.

104106 ERROR remote 'bitmap -m' command failed on $target->{'sys'}:
$ranges

Cause: The bitmapmerge command failed on the target
server. This may be caused by one of two things: 1) The
bitmap file may bemissing or corrupted, or 2) themirror (md)
devicemay be active on the target.

Action: Make sure that themirror and protected filesystem
are not active on the target. If the target's bitmap file is
missing, pause and resume themirror to recreate the bitmap
file.
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Code Severity Message Cause/Action
104107 ERROR Asynchronous writes cannot be enabled without a bitmap

file
Cause: Invalid parameters were specified for themirror
create operation.

104108 ERROR Local Partition not available Cause: Invalid parameters were specified for themirror
create operation.

104109 ERROR Cannot get the hardware ID of device "%s" Cause: A unique ID could not be determined for the disk
device.

Action: Ensure that the appropriate storage recovery kits
are installed on the server. Ensure that the Device ID of the
disk has not changed.

104111 FATAL Insufficient input parameters for "%s" creation Cause: Invalid parameters were specified for themirror
create operation.

104112 FATAL Insufficient input parameters for "%s" creation Cause: Invalid parameters were specified for themirror
create operation.

104113 FATAL Insufficient input parameters for "%s" creation Cause: Invalid parameters were specified for themirror
create operation.

104114 FATAL Insufficient input parameters for "%s" creation Cause: Invalid parameters were specified for themirror
create operation.

104115 FATAL Insufficient input parameters for "%s" creation Cause: Invalid parameters were specified for themirror
create operation.

104117 FATAL Insufficient input parameters for "%s" creation Cause: Invalid parameters were specified for themirror
create operation.

104118 FATAL Cannot unmount existingMount Point "%s" Cause: Themount point is busy.

Action: Make sure the filesystem is not busy. Stop any
processes or applications that may be accessing the
filesystem.
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Code Severity Message Cause/Action
104119 FATAL Invalid data replication resource type requested ("%s" Cause: An invalid parameter was specified for themirror

create operation.

104124 EMERG WARNING: A temporary communication failure has
occurred between systems %s and%s. In order to avoid
data corruption, data resynchronization will not occur.
MANUAL INTERVENTION IS REQUIRED. In order to
initiate data resynchronization, you should take one of the
following resources out of service: %s on%s or%s on
%s. The resource that is taken out of service will become
themirror target.

Cause: A temporary communication failure (split-brain
scenario) has occurred between the source and target
servers.

Action: Perform the steps listed in themessage text.

104125 ERROR failed to start '$cmd $_[2] $user_args' on '$_[3]' Cause: The specified command failed.

Action: Check the logs for related errors and try to resolve
the reported problem.

104126 ERROR $_ Cause: This message contains the output of the command
that was reported as failing in message 104125.

104129 WARN Cause: The replication connection for themirror is down.

Action: Check the network.

104130 ERROR Mirror resize failed on%s (%s). Youmust successfully
complete this operation before using themirror. Please try
again.

Cause: Themirror resize operation has failed to update the
mirror metadata on the listed system.

Action: Youmust successfully complete the resize before
using themirror. Re-runmirror_resize (possibly using -f to
force the operation if necessary).

104136 ERROR Extend failed. Cause: The hierarchy extend operation failed.

Action: Check the logs for related errors and try to resolve
the reported problem.
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Code Severity Message Cause/Action
104143 ERROR Mirror resumewas unsuccessful ($ret Cause: Themirror could not be established.

Action: Check the logs for related errors and try to resolve
the reported problems.

104144 ERROR Unable to stop themirror access for $self->{'md'} on
system $self->{'sys'}. Error: $ret. Use the \"mdadm --stop
$self->{'md'}\" command tomanually stop themirror.

Cause: Themirror device created on the target node when
themirror was paused could not be stopped.

Action: Ensure that the device is not busy or mounted. Try
running "mdadm --stop" manually to stop the device.

104156 WARN Resynchronization of "%s" is in PENDING state. Current
sync_action is: "%s"

Cause: The resynchronization of themd device is detected
in PENDING state.

Action: LifeKeeper will try to fix the issue by forcing a
resynchronization. Check the logs for related errors. When
successful assure that the PENDING state has been
cleared in /proc/mdstat and the resynchronization is in
progress or has been completed for the datarep resource.

104157 WARN /etc/sysconfig/raid-check update failed. Please%s
\"md%d\" to SKIP_DEVS.
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